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If you like to compress
big amount of PDF
documents to free up
more room on your PC,
VeryPDF PDF
Compressor Product
Key can help. It can
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compress the files you
got in a folder to save
lots of disk space and
also make the document
more convenient to
read. So it's very easy to
use and you can set
other options as you
want. This software is
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freeware, totally free.
It's very easy to use, just
a simple click to install
and run. The interface is
very user friendly. You
can select files and
folders you want to
compress and choose to
compress, delete,
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archive or rename them.
You can also choose to
compress into Zip,
RAR, TAR or JPG
format. Unlike others, it
doesn't need lots of
system memory to
work. It only needs a
small amount of RAM
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for the compression.
Compression is done
faster than you think.
And furthermore, this
free software can
compress large amount
of files at the same
time, and automatically
wait for you to
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compress each file.
When one file is
finished, it will
automatically pick the
next one in the list to
compress. You can set
each compression
options, like cut-off
version, cut-off date,
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compress mode, etc.
You can choose to
compress images, font,
security, description,
etc. VeryPDF PDF
Compressor Key
Features: Very simple
and efficient Make PDF
smaller and easier to
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read Compress multiple
PDFs at the same time
Automatically compress
when files are added or
deleted Compress PDFs
with compressed option
Clean up right away
Compress multiple
PDFs at the same time
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Set compression options
Delete PDF files
Rename PDF files
Make PDFs password-
protected Add a PDF
password Edit PDF
document meta data
Compress images
Compress images
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Compress fonts
Compress fonts
Compress security
Compress security
Compress user-defined
Compress user-defined
Compress user name &
password Compress
user name & password
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Compress document
name Compress
document name
Compress file name
Compress file name
Compress job name
Compress job name
Compress file
extensions Compress
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file extensions
Compress job name
Compress job name
Compress extension
Compress extension

VeryPDF PDF Compressor Free License Key

VeryPDF is a leading
provider of document
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conversion and printing
solutions. Its digital
solutions allow
everyone, from
individual users to
global organizations to
share, co-author and
convert documents in
any format instantly.
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Pre-Shrink Swell
Toolkit 7.0.0.0 Pre-
Shrink Swell Toolkit is
a set of software tools
designed to make the
output of pre-shrink
process in core
CD/DVD editing
programs such as
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Adore, Roxio Corel
Album Creator, iDVD
and Windows DVD
Maker much easier. The
pre-shrink process is a
critical step in
converting home DVDs
to core DVD formats
which users normally do
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before burning to
CD/DVD. Pre-shrink
process also allows for
much easier handling of
any errors caused by
DVD's inaccurate
geometry. Adore Video
Converter, Roxio Corel
Album Creator, iDVD
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and Windows DVD
Maker are the most
popular DVD
converting programs.
Unlike any other DVD
converting programs,
Pre-Shrink Swell
Toolkit is capable of
automatically
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performing pre-shrink
in these programs as
well as other DVD
converting programs.
Because of this feature,
it is the first application
that can be used with all
DVD/CD converting
programs. Pre-Shrink
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Swell Toolkit contains
the following major
features: (1)
Automatically converts
the output of DVD/CD
burning programs to
core DVD formats (2)
Performs pre-shrink for
those DVDs/CDs that
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require pre-shrink to
save the output of
DVD/CD burning
programs from
distortion caused by
inaccurate DVD/CD
geometry. (3) Creates a
temporary folder for
storing the converted
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output in advance (4)
Helps you to perform
pre-shrink even if an
input DVD/CD is not
recognized by DVD/CD
burning programs (5)
Creates a list of
converted files from the
program's output (6)
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Sort output files by date
(7) List converted files
(8) Performs the pre-
shrink while allowing
you to view the list of
converted files in
advance. This feature
also allows you to easily
check the progress of
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pre-shrink. (9) Creates a
temporary folder for
storing the converted
output and cleans up the
temporary folder at the
end of converting. (10)
Removes unnecessary
files from the temporary
folder. (11) Renames
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the output DVD/CD
before converting to
help you recognize the
output (12) Opens the
files in the temporary
folder 09e8f5149f
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VeryPDF PDF
Compressor is a utility
for PDF compression. It
offers flexible settings
and configurability.
This freeware can be
used as a standalone
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application or as a
command-line driven
batch task. The program
doesn't interfere with
the original PDF files
and works on all
versions of Adobe PDF
format. The program
converts PDF to better-
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quality compressed
PDFs and PDFs but
remains interoperable
with those created by
other third-party
programs. Image to
PDF Converter is a
powerful image to PDF
converter program that
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can be help you convert
the full image to PDF
document quickly. It
supports batch
conversion with high
compression ratio.
Images are
automatically optimized
through intelligent
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JPEG optimization and
batch images
conversion. Efficient
batch conversion The
image to PDF converter
program is designed for
batch conversion, and it
can convert large
quantities of images to
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PDF files at a time. It
reduces the size of
documents and
automatically cleans
their passwords. Batch
conversion and error
correction The image to
PDF converter program
can process multiple
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images with a single
run. When the
conversion is
completed, you'll get the
project's conversion log.
For the first run, the
program will detect the
missing and damaged
images, and ask you to
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fix them. If needed, you
can specify the output
path of the converted
file and let the tool
recover them.
Compatibility and
security Image to PDF
Converter doesn't
change your images or
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PDF files in any way.
The tool converts only
the document's original
images to PDF
documents, leaving
other original files
untouched. And it
doesn't add any
passwords or modify the
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PDFs. This way, the
documents stay
completely secure.
Advanced settings The
image to PDF converter
program has advanced
settings for batch image
conversion, including
JPEG optimization, the
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removal of fonts,
watermarks, and other
objects. Users are also
allowed to optimize
images' color space,
delete
watermark/border,
convert RGB to CMYK
color space, and adjust
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compression level.
Evaluation and
conclusion The image to
PDF converter program
is efficient and easy to
use, offering batch
conversion of images
into PDFs, with an
ability to convert single
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pages into PDFs as well.
It's highly compatible
with all the most
commonly used
operating systems.
Multitouch is a program
that gives users the
ability to drag windows
and other computer
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objects as if they were
touching a real laptop
touchpad. You can use
your finger, your
mouse, a mouse-like
device, or even a stylus.
Multitouch works with
Windows XP, Vista,

What's New In VeryPDF PDF Compressor?
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VeryPDF PDF
Compressor is an easy-
to-use software program
that can be help you
reduce the size of PDF
documents. It delivers
the best results when it
comes to large
quantities of files or
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large-sized PDFs.
Hassle-free installation
and user-friendly
interface The setup
operation is fast and
shouldn't impose any
difficulties. As far as
the interface is
concerned, VeryPDF
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PDF Compressor opts
for a user-friendly
window with a clear-cut
structure that lets you
add as many docs to the
task list as you want,
since batch processing is
supported. You can
check out the full path
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and size for each file,
remove any of them
from the list, clear the
entire queue to start the
project from scratch, as
well as indicate the
destination folder for
the new and compressed
files. Configure
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compression
preferences, add
passwords, and edit
metadata Compression
settings can be
separately configured
for images, fonts,
security, and
description. Therefore,
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you can pick the
downsample resolution,
downsample type
(bicubic, closed,
subsample, average) and
compress mode (JPEG,
ZIP, auto) for color,
grayscale and
monochrome images.
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It's possible to embed all
fonts, compress and
subset them, set a user
and owner password and
manage user
permissions by allowing
or denying printing,
document assembly,
content copying, and
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commenting, as well as
generate a PDF/A file
and edit metadata in
regard to the PDF title,
author, subject,
keywords, creator, and
producer. Settings can
be reset to default. This
will move the objects
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from the currently
selected view to the
other window. At the
same time, AnyView
will try to determine a
view that displays the
objects in a way that is
as close as possible to
the original view. You
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can also switch the view
of the current window
to the other window by
using keyboard
shortcuts. In order to
keep the resulting
images sharp and clear,
you can use the
histogram to view the
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areas of the image with
a high content. The
histogram provides an
overview of the file and
shows the areas of the
picture that are most
prominent. Moreover,
other areas that may
cause halos or ghosts
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can be highlighted. In
this way, you can
estimate the visibility of
such areas to the viewer
and therefore prevent
distortions of the
images. Install Nuview
Password Manager
5.1.0.0 to PC: Unzip the
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Setup.exe and follow
the instruction. Please
read
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System Requirements:

Windows
2000/XP/Vista/7/8
Processor: 3.0 GHz or
faster Memory: 4 GB
RAM Note: Win2K
SP3, WinXP SP3,
WinVista SP3, Win7
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SP1 and Win8 will
support DX9.0 Official
release. Screenshots:
Video: (Will be
available in the BETA
channel soon) BETA
channel is available on
Steam and GOG Read
the Readme and the
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FAQ before buying this
beta
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